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USING AN ACTIVE 

METHOD FOR 
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OF LOW ALPHA 
EMITTER GRADES 

ABSTRACT 

The diversity of waste produced in 
France, the limitations of passive neutron 
measurements, the new safety 
requirements in the field of low level 
waste disposal have induced us to 
develop active neutron techniques. Two 
experimental pulsed neutron 
interrogation systems are described 
giving a sensitivity lower than 10 mg Pu 
239 in 2001 drums. This project is the 
result of a close cooperation between the 
CEA, SGN and SODERN. 
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PRINCIPLE 

The neutron Intanagation technique is based on 
irradiating the rissile staple with an external 
neutron source. O n » and neutron source are 
placed in a chaaber designed with special 
•ooerating materials in which neutron counters 
are inserted. 

The Initial pulsed neutron flux, after slowing 
down in the cheaper, induces fission reactions 
in the fissile eaterlal. The proapt (and/or de* 
laved) fission neutron events are selectively 
detected through tie» correlation technique. 

The fission neutron counting provides the 
ledge of the eaount of fissile 
in the 

Meutron generator* 

Sensitivity 

Neutron energy H 
Pulse «ldth 10,4s to 1 es 
Pulse frequency 20 Mr to 
WKHC 
Equivalent continuous e-
misslons 10 n/s 
Peak pulse emission iCn/s 
Ufetiee > 1000 hours 
Probe P 9 en, length 75 ce 

3 eg PU239 in 220 1 drue, 
light eetrlx, tine measure 
ment 10 an 

The aaount of non fissile isotopes can be pro
vided by the «ay of pessive neutron measurements 
including total counting, passive neutron co
incidence and neutron aultipllcity determi
nations. 

The systaa can combine active and passive 

DESCRIPTION 

The system consists of : 

A rectangular chamber built to accomodate 200 1 
drums, 
A u Mev pulsed neutron generator, 
four packages of fast neutron detectors; 
Eight packages of thermal neutron detectors 
(optional). 
Two monitors (drum and thermal flux), 
Monitoring and processing electronics, 
Printer, floppy disk, specific software. 
Automatisms for drum presentation and rotation. 

• The neutron generator is produced by the 
French company : SOOEflN. 

ADVANTAGES 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

This system gives the following advantages : 

. High sensitive measurement (10* Ci/T), re
ducing uncertainties related to the compo
sition of waste. 

. Analysis of light or heavy density drums. 

. Direct knowledge of fissile isotopes. 

The SON systaa allows a complete and general 
analysis of txaneuranic isotopes in solid 
a vital pert of any 

REFERENCE 

Chamber size 
Moderating material 

Neutron tubes 

1.3 x 1.3 x 1.3 m 
polyethylene (35 em), 
graphite (10 cm) 
He3, 1 m length 

This system is the result of a close cooper
ation between CEA, SCN and SODERN. 

Pilot systems CEA-8ruyères-le-Chatel-France 

CEA-Cadarache-'ranee 
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INTRODUCTION 

Measurement of alpha contaminated waste 
allows to keep a fissile material balance, to 
account for alpha activity stored or to 
classify waste between alpha and non alpha 
categories. 
The analysis of transuranic isotopes in solid 
waste must be considered as a vital part of 
any waste management program. For a 
comprehensive paper this introduction must 
describe the situation in France regarding 
the waste arisings. the nature of waste, the 
kind of matrices, the waste streams and the 
rule in force-
Waste arisings belong to spent fuel 
reprocessing and fuel fabrication plants. R 
and D laboratories working-in this field and 
also dismantling operations-
Depending on these arisings the nature of 
waste can be more or less complex. The 
nature is normally well known for waste 
generated at some stage of fuel plants, 
isotope composition or chemical forms can 
be unknown for waste produced in pilot 
plants or laboratories. 
The density of matrices is predominantly 
light. In terms of drums about 60% include 
waste commonly found in laboratories and 
40% contain heavy dismantling materials. 
The waste stream is today estimated at 
1,500-2,000 drums per year for nuclear 
research center, at 3.000 drums/year for a 
reprocessing plant having a production 
capacity of 400 T/year. In France the trend is 
increasing due to the following reasons: the 
La Hague capacity is extended to 
1,600 T/year and there are more dismantling 
operations. 
According to the rules in force, on one 
hand waste package is limited to alpha 
content below 10- ' Ci/T, which means alpha 
activity of about 40 mCi/200 I drums, on the 
other hand the average alpha activity stored 
in surface areas must be limited to 10 -2 

Ci/T. In other words the waste producer 
(who is in charge of the measurements) has 
to set up monitoring systems with a 
sensitivity range much lower than 10 mg Pu 
(PWR). 
Taking into account these generalities the 
choice of a well-adapted non destructive 
technique must be discussed. 

PASSIVE GAMMA 
SPECTROMETRY 

This technique is based on the measurement 
of a specific gamma energy line which is 
characteristic for a certain Pu isotope decay. 
This method, which gives information on the 
mass and isotopic composition of the waste, 
has two main drawbacks: self absorption by 
heavy elements in the matrix and interfering 
gamma rays due to fission products 

detection limits: 20 mg Pu (PWR) - 208 KeV 
Pu 241 peak; light matrix (0.3 g/cmy, 2201 
drum, no fission products. Am 241 < 1%Pu. 

PASSIVE NEUTRON 
TECHNIQUES 

The methods consist in detecting the 
neutrons that are emitted by the heavy 
nuclei of the waste. These neutrons are 
caused by spontaneous fissions or (alpha, n) 
reactions. High efficiency of the detection 
system is important. For discriminating 

Fig. 1. Bitumen drum. Rnpon$o according to 
tho apace portion of a CI 252 source. 
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between (alpha, n) and spontaneous fissions 
it is possible to use coincidence methods, m 
other cases the total neutron signal is used 
/gross counting) 

The main origins of uncertainties are. 
• isotopic composition and chemical state of 
the heavy nuclei. F.i. the (alpha, n) neutron 
emission of Pu 238 is about twice as 
important when in nitrate form than in oxide; 
• matrix nature, composition and spatial 
distribution as the transport of the detected 
particles is influenced by the physical 
properties of the matrix; 
• spatial location of the waste nuclei in the 
drum. Curves given for bitumen matrix show 
a very strong spatial effect which means that 
the inner part of the bitumen is not "seen" 
by the detectors (fig. 1). 

Detection limits; 10 mg Pu (PWR) in 2201 
drums, density 0.2 g/cm3 tor gross neutron 
counting; 30 mg to 60 mg for the (alpha, n) 
spontaneous fission discrimination. 

ACTIVE NEUTRON 
TECHNIQUE APPROACH 

If the passive methods commonly used in 
Frame are appropriate in many cases, there 
is a need to develop a more performant 
technique in order to reduce uncertainties 
related to the composition of waste, to solve 
problems due to high beta/gamma activities 
and to reach lower sensitivity limits-in 
compliance with the new rules. 

The neutron interrogation technique is based 
on irradiating the fissile sample with an 
external neutron source Drum and neuiron 
source are placed in a chamber designed 
with special moderating materials in which 
neutron counters are inserted. 

The initial pulsed neutron flux, after slowing 
down in the chamber induces fission 
reactions in the fissile material. The prompt 
(and or delayed) fission neutron events are 
selectively detected through time correlation 
techniques. The fission neutron counting 
provides the knowledge of the amount of 
fissile mateiial present in the drum. 

The, more conventional method consists in 
using a neutron modulated source (Cf. 
Am.ue). Modulation is provided by a rapid 
separation of source and sample. The 
measurement, only possible on delayed 
fission neutrons, is performed when the 
source is switched off. 

Interest in pulsed neutron interrogation 
techniques has arisen from the works of 
Kunz and ai (1) at Los Alamos Using a DT 
tube the pulse frequency of the generator 
gives prompt (and delayed) fission neutron 
dectection (fig 2). The opportunity of having 
in France an industrial partner, producer of 
neutron generators, has induced the CE A to 
promote this development with SGN as 
detgner and manufacturer of the systems. 

Fig. 2. Pulsed neutron interrogation, prompt 
end delayed thne neutron responses. 
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PULSED NEUTRON GENERATOR 

Neutron generators are produced by 
Sodern, a subsidiary of the Philips group 
from which it has obtained the technology 
transfer to produce neutron tubes. The 
neutron generator system includes: a probe 
with a D. T. tube emitting 14 MeV neutrons, a 
very high voltage power supply, a 
monitoring electronics and power supply 
rack, a remote control unit. The principal 
features of the pulsed neutron system are 
10 MS to 1 ms pulse width, 20 Hz to 10 kHz 
pulse frequency, 10s n/s equivalent 
continuous emission, 10" n/s peak pulse 
emission. The neutron tube is stable during 
the whole useful lifetime of the tube which is 
greater than 1,000 hours, a vital point for the 
end-user. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
EQUIPMENT N° 1 

The assay chamber (system 1 • CEA 
Bruyères-le-Châtel) consists of a rectangular 
chamber built to accommodate standard 
2001 drums (fig. 3). 



campaign, started some months ago. to be 
presented. Questions of matrix effects and 
distribution of fissile material in drums will be 
dealt with in oral discussion, supported by 
experimental results. Preliminary 
measurements with a modulated neutron 
source (Cf) gives a sensitivity of 7 mg Pu 
(PWR 33,000 MWJ/T), matrix density 
0.15 g/cm3. 2201 drums, counting time 
45 mn. 

Measurements with a pulsed neutron 
generator gives the following results: light 
matrix (papers, tissues, gloves) of 20 kg in 
2201 drums. The sample placed in the 
center of the drum was Pu 239 deposited on 
a filter, time measurement 15 mn. Fig 5 

Fig. 5. Muftiacale time history accumulated 
with prompt-fiseion neutron detector. Sample 
64mgPu 239 placed in the center of the 
drum. Neutron flux WWa. 
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Fig. $. Calibration curve. Light matrice Esti
mated sensitivity at 2a: 3mgPu 239. 
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shows the spectrum obtained with 64 mg Pu 
239 (2% Pu 240) and Fig. 6 the calibration 
curve. The sensitivity limit at 2 o can be 
estimated at 3 mg Pu 239. 

CONCLUSION 

The various categories of waste commonly 
found in France and the new rules in force 
led us to initiate different alpha monitoring 
techniques. 

The active methods reduce uncertainties 
related to the composition of the waste by 
using an adequate signal treatment, they 
allow a better sensitivity to be reached and 
give the possibility of monotonng embedded 
drums and high beta/gamma activity waste. 

The works described here will be followed 
by further investigations to clarify all the 
signifcant matrix effects and to design an 
industrial system. SGN is responsible for this 
design so as to cover the needs of the 
French waste producers and other possible 
customers interested in the commercial 
equipment derived from these studies 
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